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査定額と共同研究者

• E36  空気シャワーシミュレーション

• 査定額 20万円（旅費）

• 月例実務者会議

• ３月の勉強会

• 大型計算機利用

• 共同研究者

常定芳基（大阪市大）、毛受弘彰（名大）、櫻井信之（徳島大）、

吉越貴紀、大石理子、野中敏幸、武多昭道、西山竜一、釜江常好（東大）、木戸英治、

榊直人（理研）、笠原克昌（芝工大）、藤井俊博（京大）、芝田達伸、板倉数記（KEK）、

大嶋晃敏、山崎勝也（中部大）、日比野欣也、有働慈治（神大）、

多米田裕一郎（大阪電通大）、奥田剛司（立命館大）、奈良寧（国際教養大）、

土屋晴文（原子力機構）
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E36活動内容 (COSMOS開発）
• 2013年末、有志による「モンテカルロシミュレーション研究会」として発足

（2014年から共同利用）

• COSMOS8 GFortran版の公開、ICRR webサーバーでの公開

• cmake compileの実現

• 「空気シャワー観測による宇宙線の起源探索勉強会」（シニア＋学生セッ
ション）

• 構造の改良：相互作用のモジュール化（地味な coding作業）

• 共同研究者で分担し、多様な環境でのコンパイルと動作試験

• マイナーアップデート（環境依存を多数発見）

• Web page, manual, サンプルコード等の改良

• 今年度（後述）
• COSMOS version 8のbug fixと動作試験継続

• COSMOS version 9の完成と公開に向けた準備

• CORSIKA WSでの講演

• 来年度、今後の方向性を議論

• 若手への講習会の開催（CORSIKAも含む）[今年度から持ち越し]

• ニュートリノ反応の導入
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COSMOS	update	history	2018-2019

Minor	updates
• 8.03	(25-Apr)		source	fileを⼀本化
• 8.031	(16-Aug)		bug	fix	
• 8.032	(23-Aug)		sibyll2.3c.fにコンパイル依存バグ =>	CRMCで使っていた
sibyll2.3c01.fに変更 (Felix	Riehnに確認)

• 8.033	(30-Aug)		EPOS出⼒にoff-mass-shell	particleあり。CRMCで使って
いる修正コードを導⼊。

• 8.034	(18-Oct)	ユーザー定義断⾯積を利⽤可能に
• 8.035	(13-Nov)	 compile	optionの追加
• 8.036	
• 8.037	(4-Apr)	sibyll2.3cのtarget定義のバグ修正
• 8.038	(27-Sep)	原⼦核⼊射指定⽅法改善
• 8.039	(8-Nov)	heavy	ion⼊射の PDGコード利⽤可
• 8.040	(on	going)	⼤気電場指定サンプルコード
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ICRRの webサーバーに移動！(2018-)
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The	COSMOS	air	shower	
simulation	program

Takashi	Sako
(ICRR,	University	of	Tokyo	)

for	the	COSMOS	development	team

6CORSIKA	Cosmic	Ray	Simulation	Workshop	
Karlsruhe2019/6/17

Official	web	:	http://cosmos.icrr.u-tokyo.ac.jp/cosmosHome/
New	web	under	develop	:	http://cosmos.icrr.u-tokyo.ac.jp/COSMOSweb/



User	code	and	input	files	(FirstKiss as	an	example)

chook.f
subroutine	chookBgRun
subroutine	chookBgEvent
subroutine	chookObs
subroutine	chookEnEvent
subroutine	chookEnRun
subroutine	chookTrace
subroutine	chookEInt
subroutine	chookGInt
subroutine	chookNEPInt

param
ASDepthList	=	3000,	4000.0	6000.0	
10000.0 .0	.0	.0
ASHeightList =	.0,	.0,	.0,	.0,	.0,	.0,	.0,	.0,	.0,	.0,	
Azimuth	=	(0.0,360.0),
BaseTime	=	10.0,
Cont	=	F,
ContFile	=	'	'
CosZenith	=	(0.9,	0.9)
CutOffFile	=	'	',
Ddelta	=	5.00,

:
PrimaryFile =	'primary',

:

primary
'iso	12	6'	 'GeV'	 'KE/n' 'd'	 0	 /

100	 1.
0. 0.

cosmosLinuxGfort
(executable)

standard	
input MC	condition	parameters

User	hook	functions

Primary	particle	setting

link

COSMOS	system	functions

cosmos/cmain.f

Manager/cmanager.f

Manager/cbeginRun.f

Manager/ceventLoop.f

call

Tracking/ctracking.f

Tracking/cobservation.f

Tracking/cinteraction.f call

COSMOS	User	Interface
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Primary	definition	

0000-41c0-16ae-f0d6-467.txt
#
# See more samples and detail in $COSMOSTOP/Data/primary/
# 

# The next is an example of a complex composition at low energy
#-----------------------------------------------------------
  'p'   'GeV'     'KE/n'  'd'     0   /
 0.1     1.2
        0.2     1.5
        .3      1.7
        .4      1.9
  .5 1.93
  .6 1.9
  .8 1.8
  1.5 1.5
  2. 1.25
  3. .8
  4. .55
  10. .1
  20. .02
  100. 2.8e-4
  0 0
  'He'  'GeV'    'KE/n'  'd'      0  /
  .1 .7
  .2 1.
  .4 1.2
  .6 1.25
  .8 1.2
  1. 1.15
  2. .7
  5. 0.35
  10. 0.065
  30. .008
  100. 2.e-4
         0        0
  'CNO' 'GeV'    'KE/n'  'd'      0 /

          .1 .013
  .2 .28
  .3 .4
  .5 .65
  .8 .8
  1. .85
  1.3 .88
  2.0 .75
  4. .35
  6. .2
  10. .07
  20. .012
         0        0

第 1 页

Of	course,	mono	energy,	simple	power	law	are	simpler

‘primary’	file
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最近の応⽤例：Muography
(R.Nishiyama,	A.Taketa,	S.Miyamoto,	K.Kasahara,	Geophys.	J.	Int.	
(2016)	206)
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Figure 1. Schematic illustration of simulation framework. (a) First we calculate the energy spectra of major cosmic particles in the atmosphere using COSMOS.
(b) Second, we inject particles following the derived energy spectra and simulate their propagation near a detector and a mountain using GEANT4.

the high-energy region (1000 GeV ≤ E). The development (sec-
ondary production, decay, etc.) of the air-showers is traced until
the kinetic energy of the secondaries drops below 50 MeV to save
computation time and get better statistics. While tracing, particles
passing through virtual spheres at several altitudes are recorded.
The particle type, position, direction and kinetic energy are stored
in the output.

2.2 COSMOS results

From the COSMOS output, we derived the energy spectrum of
particle-i (i: muon, electron, gamma-ray, proton and neutron) by
averaging the number of hits over the entire surface of the virtual
sphere. The procedure is as follows. The number of hits is binned as
a function of kinetic energy (E, index j) and zenith angle (θ , index
k):

dNi (E j , θk)
dE

≡ α
ni (E j ∼ E j + #E j , θ

min
k ∼ θmax

k )
#E j T A(θmin

k , θmax
k )

, (2)

where ni(···) denotes the number of hits of the ith particle, T is
the equivalent exposure time and A is the geometrical acceptance
for particles entering the sphere with zenith angle within θmin–
θmax. The radius of the Earth (R = 6.4 × 106 m) gives an exact
value of the acceptance: A = 2π 2 R2(cos 2θmin

k − cos 2θmax
k ). α is a

scaling constant and is set to 0.65 so as to fit the energy spectrum
data for vertical muons (Haino et al. 2004). The difference of the
normalization constant to 1 hints to the level of uncertainty affecting
the simulation (∼40 per cent).

Fig. 2 represents the resultant energy spectra of muons (µ±),
electrons (e±), protons (p), gamma-rays (γ ) and neutrons (n) along
with energy spectra reported in other literature. Although the COS-
MOS results agree with the literature values in general, there are
discrepancies in low-energy regions for p and n and in high-energy
regions for e±. This difference should be regarded as systematic un-
certainty in the COSMOS calculation and its effect on background
estimation will be discussed in Section 3.2.

For GEANT4 simulation, we produced an energy spectrum model
for each particle by interpolating or extrapolating the results for
300 m above sea level (asl) (Fig. 3). The energy range of the model is
{E: 1 ≤ E < 10 000 GeV} for muons and {E: 0.05 ≤ E < 500 GeV}
for the other particles. The zenith dependence of the spectrum is
considered by binning at intervals of #cos θ = 0.05 for muons

and #cos θ = 0.10 for the other particles, ranging from cos θ = 0
(horizontal) to cos θ = 1 (vertical). A simple power law spectrum
is used for extrapolation in the high-energy region where there are
not enough statistics for fitting.

2.3 Local simulation with GEANT4

Since COSMOS cannot deal with the topography of a mountain,
we use the GEANT4 toolkit to simulate particle propagation near
the mountain and the detector. We constructed a virtual mountain
and a virtual detector in a computational region of GEANT4 and
injected particles from a substantially large hemisphere enclosing
the mountain and detector, following the energy spectrum model
derived from COSMOS.

The virtual mountain has a rotationally symmetric shape and is
realized by a number of small prisms with horizontal dimensions
#x = #y = 10 m (Fig. 4a). The elevation at each point (h) is given
as a function of the distance to the axis (r):

h(r ) =
!

270 × exp(− r2

2502 ) (for r < 202 m),

250 × exp(− r
350 ) (for r ≥ 202 m).

(3)

This shape is adjusted so that the rock thickness becomes com-
parable to the case of our emulsion observations at Mt. Showa-
Shinzan. The virtual mountain consists of standard rock with a den-
sity of 2.00 g cm−3. The computational region outside the terrain is
filled with air (1 atm). The virtual detector has a belt-like surface
and is placed surrounding the mountain at height of 65 m. The
radius and height of the belt are 500 and 10 m, respectively. Thus
the total area of the virtual detector is SMC = 3.1 × 104 m2. This
virtual detector records the information of particles passing through
it. The hemisphere, from which particles are injected, has an oblate
spheroidal shape with a long axial radius of Rx = Ry = 600 m and
a short axial radius of Rz = 300 m. The size of the spheroid is ad-
justed so that it encloses the mountain and the detector. The particle
type, position, direction and kinetic energy of incident particles are
sampled based on the energy spectrum model produced by the COS-
MOS simulation. The Fritiof string model (E > 10 GeV) and Bertini
cascade model (E < 10 GeV) are employed as hadronic interaction
models (FTFP_BERT in GEANT4 reference physics list). For elec-
tromagnetic process and multiple Coulomb scattering, the standard
electromagnetic interaction model of GEANT4 was employed. To
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Figure 3. Energy spectrum model produced from the COSMOS calculation as a function of zenith angle. These models were used for the GEANT4 simulation.

(SMCTMC = 3.3 × 105 m2 s) was sufficient to be compared with our
emulsion observation (SOBS = 0.0104 m2 and TOBS = 1.45 × 107 s).
The computation time was 1.6 × 104 hr for a single thread. With
the aid of multithreading technology, the calculation was finished
within one day in our computational resource.

3 R E S U LT S

3.1 Particle type and energy spectrum

Fig. 4(b) shows the distribution of particles arriving at the virtual
detector as a function of azimuth (φ) and zenith (θ ) angles. The
azimuth is taken with respect to the vector from the centre of the
virtual mountain to each detection point. We can see a clear differ-
ence between the particle density of the sky region and the mountain
region. For a quantitative analysis, we define three regions, R1, R2
and R3. R1 spans [φ, cos θ ] = [−0.10: 0.10, 0.43: 0.46] and corre-
sponds to open sky. R2 spans [φ, cos θ ] = [−0.10: 0.10, 0.15: 0.25].
The thickness of rock in R2 existing along a radial direction varies
from 331 to 568 m. R3 spans [φ, cos θ ] = [−0.10: 0.10, 0.00: 0.15].
The rock thickness in R3 is 579–917 m (Fig. 7b).

Fig. 4(c) shows the simulated number distribution as a function
of kinetic energy of the particles when they reach the detector. In
this figure, the contributions from penetrating muons and back-
ground particles are individually drawn. In both regions, the dis-
tribution of the penetrating muons shows a maximum at around
100 GeV. The penetrating muons make almost no contribution be-
low 1 GeV, whereas the background particles (protons, electron and
muons backgrounds) dominate the population in this range. We can

calculate the flux of penetrating muons and background particles
by integrating the number distribution over energy. The results of
this calculation show that the flux of these background particles
above 50 MeV in R2 is 7.8 times that of the penetrating muons,
and is as much as 16.5 times in R3. This result indicates that the
signals of penetrating muons would be overwhelmed by the massive
flux of background particles in the case where the energy thresh-
old of the detector is less than 1 GeV. To reduce the contamination
by background particles, the optimal energy threshold should be
above 1 GeV. This conclusion will be confirmed by our emulsion
experiments in Section 4.

3.2 Uncertainty of simulation

In this subsection, the systematic uncertainty in the calculation of
background flux is discussed.

First, we have to address the systematic uncertainty in the
hadronic interaction models. Although it is very difficult to declare
how the model uncertainty propagates to that of our background
estimation, it can be estimated pessimistically by focusing on the
discrepancy between the energy spectra derived from COSMOS and
the literature values (Fig. 2). Regarding this difference as system-
atic uncertainty of the COSMOS simulation, the uncertainty of the
background flux is estimated to be ∼40 per cent.

Second, it has to be taken into account that the magnetic field of
the Earth is neglected in this calculation. There are two effects which
must be considered: the overestimation of the background flux be-
cause of neglecting the geomagnetic cut-off and the underestima-
tion of the scattered flux due to the propagation of the low-energy
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Figure 1. Schematic illustration of simulation framework. (a) First we calculate the energy spectra of major cosmic particles in the atmosphere using COSMOS.
(b) Second, we inject particles following the derived energy spectra and simulate their propagation near a detector and a mountain using GEANT4.

the high-energy region (1000 GeV ≤ E). The development (sec-
ondary production, decay, etc.) of the air-showers is traced until
the kinetic energy of the secondaries drops below 50 MeV to save
computation time and get better statistics. While tracing, particles
passing through virtual spheres at several altitudes are recorded.
The particle type, position, direction and kinetic energy are stored
in the output.

2.2 COSMOS results

From the COSMOS output, we derived the energy spectrum of
particle-i (i: muon, electron, gamma-ray, proton and neutron) by
averaging the number of hits over the entire surface of the virtual
sphere. The procedure is as follows. The number of hits is binned as
a function of kinetic energy (E, index j) and zenith angle (θ , index
k):

dNi (E j , θk)
dE

≡ α
ni (E j ∼ E j + #E j , θ

min
k ∼ θmax

k )
#E j T A(θmin

k , θmax
k )

, (2)

where ni(···) denotes the number of hits of the ith particle, T is
the equivalent exposure time and A is the geometrical acceptance
for particles entering the sphere with zenith angle within θmin–
θmax. The radius of the Earth (R = 6.4 × 106 m) gives an exact
value of the acceptance: A = 2π 2 R2(cos 2θmin

k − cos 2θmax
k ). α is a

scaling constant and is set to 0.65 so as to fit the energy spectrum
data for vertical muons (Haino et al. 2004). The difference of the
normalization constant to 1 hints to the level of uncertainty affecting
the simulation (∼40 per cent).

Fig. 2 represents the resultant energy spectra of muons (µ±),
electrons (e±), protons (p), gamma-rays (γ ) and neutrons (n) along
with energy spectra reported in other literature. Although the COS-
MOS results agree with the literature values in general, there are
discrepancies in low-energy regions for p and n and in high-energy
regions for e±. This difference should be regarded as systematic un-
certainty in the COSMOS calculation and its effect on background
estimation will be discussed in Section 3.2.

For GEANT4 simulation, we produced an energy spectrum model
for each particle by interpolating or extrapolating the results for
300 m above sea level (asl) (Fig. 3). The energy range of the model is
{E: 1 ≤ E < 10 000 GeV} for muons and {E: 0.05 ≤ E < 500 GeV}
for the other particles. The zenith dependence of the spectrum is
considered by binning at intervals of #cos θ = 0.05 for muons

and #cos θ = 0.10 for the other particles, ranging from cos θ = 0
(horizontal) to cos θ = 1 (vertical). A simple power law spectrum
is used for extrapolation in the high-energy region where there are
not enough statistics for fitting.

2.3 Local simulation with GEANT4

Since COSMOS cannot deal with the topography of a mountain,
we use the GEANT4 toolkit to simulate particle propagation near
the mountain and the detector. We constructed a virtual mountain
and a virtual detector in a computational region of GEANT4 and
injected particles from a substantially large hemisphere enclosing
the mountain and detector, following the energy spectrum model
derived from COSMOS.

The virtual mountain has a rotationally symmetric shape and is
realized by a number of small prisms with horizontal dimensions
#x = #y = 10 m (Fig. 4a). The elevation at each point (h) is given
as a function of the distance to the axis (r):

h(r ) =
!

270 × exp(− r2

2502 ) (for r < 202 m),

250 × exp(− r
350 ) (for r ≥ 202 m).

(3)

This shape is adjusted so that the rock thickness becomes com-
parable to the case of our emulsion observations at Mt. Showa-
Shinzan. The virtual mountain consists of standard rock with a den-
sity of 2.00 g cm−3. The computational region outside the terrain is
filled with air (1 atm). The virtual detector has a belt-like surface
and is placed surrounding the mountain at height of 65 m. The
radius and height of the belt are 500 and 10 m, respectively. Thus
the total area of the virtual detector is SMC = 3.1 × 104 m2. This
virtual detector records the information of particles passing through
it. The hemisphere, from which particles are injected, has an oblate
spheroidal shape with a long axial radius of Rx = Ry = 600 m and
a short axial radius of Rz = 300 m. The size of the spheroid is ad-
justed so that it encloses the mountain and the detector. The particle
type, position, direction and kinetic energy of incident particles are
sampled based on the energy spectrum model produced by the COS-
MOS simulation. The Fritiof string model (E > 10 GeV) and Bertini
cascade model (E < 10 GeV) are employed as hadronic interaction
models (FTFP_BERT in GEANT4 reference physics list). For elec-
tromagnetic process and multiple Coulomb scattering, the standard
electromagnetic interaction model of GEANT4 was employed. To
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Figure 2. Energy spectra calculated with COSMOS for muons (µ+ + µ−, vertical and horizontal), electrons (e+ + e−, vertical), protons (p, vertical),
gamma-rays (γ , vertical) and neutrons (n, omni-directional). The open circles denote experimental data reported in other literature: µ+ + µ−: Haino et al.
(2004) at sea level (30 m asl) and Allkofer et al. (1985) at sea level; e+ + e−: Golden et al. (1995) at 945 g cm−2 (600 m asl); p: Brooke & Wolfendale (1964)
at sea level; γ : Beuermann & Wibberenz (1968) at 760 g cm−2 (2500 m asl); n: Gordon et al. (2004) at sea level (167 m asl). The solid circles denote the results
of a COSMOS simulation taken at the same altitude at the experimental data for comparison.

save computation time, neutrons with kinetic energy below 30 MeV
are discarded during tracing.

The rotationally symmetric mountain and detector allowed to
enlarge the detector size without losing generality. The large de-
tector acceptance significantly increased statistics of background

particles with limited computation time. Specifically, we injected
only 3.3 × 109 particles, which corresponded to the number of
particles incident on the hemisphere in 10.8 s(=TMC). However, we
obtained enough statistics from the simulation, since the area of the
detector (SMC) was large. The effective exposure of the simulation
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最近の応⽤例：Muography
(R.Nishiyama,	A.Taketa,	S.Miyamoto,	K.Kasahara,	Geophys.	J.	Int.	
(2016)	206)1044 R. Nishiyama et al.
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Figure 4. (a) Virtual mountain and detector constructed in GEANT4 computational space. (b) Angular distribution of particles arriving at the virtual detector,
showing three angular regions R1, R2 and R3 defined for quantitative analysis. (c) Number histogram of particles arriving at the virtual detector. The energy
distributions of the penetrating muons and background (BG) particles are drawn with solid lines and dashed lines, respectively.

particles in the magnetic field. In conclusion, these effects are not
so severe than the hadronic uncertainty stated above. The reasons
are as follows.

(i) The geomagnetic field prevents low-energy primaries from
penetrating through the magnetosphere to the atmosphere of the
Earth (geomagnetic rigidity cut-off). The absence of the geomag-
netic field, therefore, overestimates the flux of protons coming into
the atmosphere and hence overestimates the background flux. How-
ever, the overestimation is estimated to be no more than 17 per cent,
considering the vertical rigidity cut-off of Showa-Shinzan region (8
GV).

(ii) The absence of the geomagnetic field does not influence the
COSMOS simulation in the top of the atmosphere because of the
short length (15–30 km). The rigidity for a gyroradius of 30 km is
merely ∼1 GV, assuming that the strength of the geomagnetic field
is 4 × 10−5 Tesla.

(iii) The absence of the geomagnetic field does not affect the
GEANT4 simulation near the surface because of the small injection
hemisphere (∼500 m). The rigidity for a gyroradius of 500 m would
be the order of 10 MV. Even low-energy background particles will
not be bent in the hemisphere.

3.3 Origin of background

From our simulation, the background particles can be classified
in to three categories according to their origins: (i) protons, (ii)
electrons and muons produced by hadronic interaction of protons
and neutrons in the atmosphere and the topographic material and
(iii) electrons and muons scattered in the atmosphere. In this paper,
we refer to (i) and (ii) as hadronic backgrounds and we refer to
(iii) as scattered backgrounds. Fig. 5 shows each component of the
background particles as a function of the energy threshold for the R2
and R3 regions. In both regions, the dominant contribution is from
hadronic backgrounds. The proportion of hadronic background in
the total background above 50 MeV is 89 per cent and 84 per cent
for R2 and R3, respectively.

3.4 Upward-going particles

Although we inject only downward-going particles (cos θ > 0)
in our simulation, we find upward-going particles arriving at the
detector from the rear side. The flux of the upward-going par-
ticles above 50 MeV is 5.1 × 10−2 m−2 s−1 sr−1(23 per cent) and
8.4 × 10−2 m−2 s−1 sr−1(44 per cent) for R2 and R3, respectively
(Fig. 5). A zenith angle distribution of the simulated flux for the
background particles is represented in Fig. 6.
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最近の応⽤例：
by	K.Ohashi (LHCf,	Nagoya)
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COSMOS9
• http://cosmos.icrr.u-tokyo.ac.jp/COSMOSweb/
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Tracking	in	non-air	material	
fusion	with	EPICS	– on	going	update	--
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• EPICS	is	a	detector	simulation	code	allowing	
arbitrary	material,	shape,	…

• Seamless	simulation	into	rock,	ice,	water,	…
using	high	energy	interaction	models

• Muongraphy
13
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Tiber	AS𝛾 +	MD
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Extra-Terrestrial	Air	showers	!?
-- proposed	application	--The Astrophysical Journal, 734:116 (10pp), 2011 June 20 Abdo et al.

Figure 1. Count maps for events !100 MeV taken between 2008 August and 2010 February and centered on the Sun (left) and on the trailing source (so-called
fake-Sun, right) representing the background. The ROI has θ = 20◦ radius and pixel size 0.◦25 × 0.◦25. The color bar shows the number of counts per pixel.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Figure 2. Integral intensity (!100 MeV) plot for the Sun-centered sample vs.
elongation angle, bin size: 0.◦25. The upper set of data (open symbols, blue)
represents the Sun, the lower set of data (filled symbols, red) represents the
“fake-Sun” background.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

angle) and the fake-Sun positions for a bin size 0.◦25. While
for the solar-centered data set the integral intensity increases
considerably for small elongation angles, the averaged fake-
Sun profile is flat. The two distributions overlap at distances
larger than 20◦ where the signal significance is diminished. The
gradual increase in the integral intensity for θ ! 25◦ is due to
the bright Galactic plane broadened by the PSF, see the event
selection cuts summarized in Section 2 and Table 1.

The second method of evaluating the background uses an all-
sky simulation which takes into account a model of the diffuse
emission (including the Galactic and isotropic components,
gll_iem_v02.fits and isotropic_iem_v02.txt, correspondingly;
see footnote 54) and the sources from 1FGL Fermi-LAT
catalog (Abdo et al. 2010a). To the simulated sample we apply
the same set of cuts as applied to the real data and select
a subsample centered on the position of the real Sun. The
simulated background is then compared with the background
derived from a fit to the fake-Sun in the first method. Figure 3
shows the spectra of the background derived by the two methods.
The agreement between the two methods (and the spectrum of
the diffuse emission at medium and high latitudes (Abdo et al.

Figure 3. Reconstructed spectrum of the background for the fake-Sun method
(filled symbols, red) and for the simulated background sample (open symbols,
blue) averaged over a 20◦ radius around the position of the Sun.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

2010c) not shown) is very good, showing that the background
estimation is well understood and that there is no unaccounted
or missing emission component in the analysis.

Finally, we check the spatial uniformity of the background
determined by the fake-Sun method. The ROI restricted by
θ " 20◦ was divided into nested rings. We use four annular
rings with radii θ = 10◦, 14◦, 17.◦3, and 20◦, which were
chosen to subtend approximately the same solid angle for each
ring, and hence should contain approximately equal numbers
of background photons if their distribution is spatially flat. The
ring-by-ring background intensity variations were found to be
less than 1%. Note that the background emission is considerably
more intense than the expected IC component (see Section 3.2),
and even small background variations across the ROI may affect
the analysis results. To minimize these systematic errors, we
therefore using the ring method for the background evaluation.

The evaluated spectrum of the background for θ " 20◦ was
fitted using the maximum likelihood method and the results
were used to derive the simulated average photon count per

4

A.Abdo et al., ApJ, 734:116 (10pp), 2011 

• Time	dependent	energy	spectrum,	emission	region
• GCR	+	solar	magnetic	field	+	interaction	with	H,	He,	…
• Quantitative	explanation	by	COSMOS?	

• Fermi/LAT observation
• GCR	+	solar	atmosphere
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(the Sun’s angular radius is 0.26°). The excellent angular
resolution of >10 GeV γ rays minimizes the flux lost
from our region of interest (ROI). In Appendix A of the
Supplemental Material (SM) [31], we show that larger ROIs
produce consistent results.We remove events observedwhen
the Sun falls within 5° of the Galactic plane due to the larger
diffuse background. This cut is smaller than in previouswork
but is sufficient due to the small ROI. We perform the first
conversion of each γ ray to helioprojective coordinates
utilizing SUNPY [45] and ASTROPY [46]. We ignore diffuse
backgrounds, which we found in Ref. [18] to be negligible.
We calculate the Fermi-LAT exposure at the solar

position in temporal bins of 5000 s (but use precise times
for recorded events). Within this period, the Sun moves
<0.1° in the Fermi coordinate system, and the Fermi-LAT
effective exposure is approximately constant. We assume a
single exposure over the full ROI in each time bin, and we
bin the exposure into 32 logarithmic energy bins spanning
10 GeV to 1 TeV. Because the Sun occupies a unique
position in instrumental ϕ space, we calculate exposures
calculated using ten independent ϕ bins. In Appendix B
of the SM [31], we show that this ϕ dependence does not
affect our results.
Flux, spectrum and time variation.—In Fig. 1, we show

the solar γ-ray flux before and after January 1, 2010, which
roughly corresponds to the end of the cycle 24 solar
minimum. We note three key results. (a) The γ-ray flux

significantly exceeds the SSG prediction (based on a proton
interaction probability of 0.5%), in fact approaching the
maximum allowed solar disk flux (for a detailed calcu-
lation, see Appendix E of the SM [31]). (b) The 30–50 GeV
spectral dip, which we carefully examine in Ref. [18], is
statistically significant both during and after solar mini-
mum, though there is some evidence (2.5σ) that the dip
deepens at solar minimum. Aside from the dip, the spectra
in both time periods are significantly harder than predicted
by SSG. (c) The strongest time variation is observed
between solar minimum (largest flux) and the remaining
solar cycle. At low energies this variation is moderate
[13,14,18]. However, the amplitude increases with energy
above 50 GeV, reaching a factor ≥10 above 100 GeV. None
of these observations were anticipated by theory.
Morphology.—The large γ-ray flux suggests that a large

fraction of the solar surface participates in γ-ray emission.
To further elucidate the γ-ray generation mechanism(s), we
resolve the γ-ray morphology across the solar surface. This
reconstruction is possible at high (≳10 GeV) energies due
to the excellent (∼0.1°) Fermi-LAT angular resolution.
In Fig. 2, we show the location of γ rays in our analysis,

dividing the data into two temporal bins (before and after
January 1, 2010, corresponding to the end of the solar
minimum) and two energy bins (below and above 50 GeV,
corresponding to the spectral dip discussed in Ref. [18]).
We find that, contrary to the SSG model, the emission is
neither isotropic nor time invariant. Instead, it includes
distinct polar and equatorial components, with separate
time and energy dependences. In particular, it is apparent
that γ rays above 50 GeV are predominantly emitted near
the solar equatorial plane during solar minimum, but they
are emitted from polar regions during the remaining cycle.
We utilize two separate methods to quantify the signifi-

cance of this morphological shift. The first employs a
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test to differentiate the distribution
of γ rays in observed helioprojective latitude (jTyj) during
and after solar minimum. This method is model indepen-
dent but loses sensitivity to convolving factors such as the
instrumental point-spread function (PSF). Below 50 GeV,
we find that the event morphologies are consistent to within
1.1σ. However, above 50 GeV, we reject the hypothesis that
the latitude distributions during and after solar minimum
are equivalent at 2.8σ. This provides reasonable evidence
for a morphological shift.
Second, we define a two-component model of the solar

surface, with equal-area equatorial and polar emission
components (divided at Ty ¼ "0.108°). We fit the flux
from each component, utilizing the angular reconstruction
of each observed γ ray (see Appendix F of the SM [31]).
This correctly accounts for the PSF but provides results that
depend on the assumed emission model. In Appendix G of
the SM [31], we show that different models produce similar
results. This analysis provides two key results. (a) At all
energies, the γ-ray emission becomes more polar after solar

FIG. 1. (Top panel) The solar disk γ-ray spectrum during solar
minimum (before January 1, 2010; blue circles) and after it (red
squares). Small shifts along the x axis improve readability. The
gray lines show the SSGmodel renormalized by a factor of 6 to fit
the lowest-energy data point (solid line), and the maximum γ-ray
flux that could be produced by hadronic cosmic rays (dashed
line). (Bottom panel) The ratio of the γ-ray flux observed during
and after solar minimum. All upper and lower limits are based on
2σ Poisson fluctuations in the photon count.

PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS 121, 131103 (2018)

131103-2

minimum. However, the amplitude of this shift increases
significantly at high energies. (b) The morphological shift
is produced by a significant decrease in the equatorial flux
after solar minimum, while the polar flux remains relatively
constant. Most significantly, at energies >50 GeV, the
equatorial fluxes during and after solar minimum are
inconsistent at 4.7σ.

In Fig. 2, we also show the polar and equatorial spectra
during and after solar minimum. While the polar emission
spectrum remains relatively constant, the equatorial spec-
trum softens substantially after solar minimum. This signifi-
cantly decreases the high-energy equatorial flux after solar
minimum, despite the similar normalization of the equatorial
component at low energies. Intriguingly, the equatorial γ-ray

FIG. 2. (Top panel) The location and energy of solar γ rays in helioprojective coordinates. Data are cut into two temporal and two
energy bins. The solid disk indicates the solar circle, and the dashed circle indicates the 0.5° ROI. The average 68% containment region
of γ rays in each bin is depicted at the top left. The histogram depicts the Ty positions of photons compared to the expectation from
isotropic solar emission smeared by the PSF (orange line). Events > 100 GeV are marked with triangles rather than circles. We stress
that the exposure after solar minimum significantly exceeds the exposure during solar minimum. Thus, the observed number of counts
does not indicate the relative flux. In each bin, we report the flux from the modeled polar and equatorial components, as described in the
text. (Bottom panel) The energy spectrum of polar and equatorial emission, divided into regions during (left) and after (right) solar
minimum. The polar emission is approximately constant, while the equatorial emission decreases drastically after solar minimum.

PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS 121, 131103 (2018)

131103-3

T.	Linden	et	al.,	PRL	121,	131113	(2018)



太陽⼤気テスト計算
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More	applications?

Tracking	in	strong	magnetic	field

Air	showers	in	other	planets
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まとめ
• COSMOS 8の維持・改良

• 動作試験の分担 =>	環境依存・バグの発⾒対応
• ユーザー対応強化 =>	サンプルコード・マニュアルの整備
• コードの構造化 =>	COSMOS9へ

• COSMOS	9の開発
• 「⾮」⼤気への対応
• 公開準備中（マニュアル・サンプル・可視化）

• COSMOSの普及
• CORSIKAチームとの交流
• 若⼿むけ講習会の予定（not	only	COSMOS）
• ⻄村先⽣の講義録出版予定
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